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Five Weights: Elementis!
A quirky typewriter family from Hans-Jürgen Ellenberger

www.linotype.com

Hans-Jürgen Ellenberger began his work on Elementis 
in 1975 with the goal of giving all of the alphabet‘s 
forms the same gray value. However, as was typical of 
the time, his design work would require a number of 
complicated and cumbersome development steps. That 
it took him nearly thirty years to finally complete 
the typeface is a reminder of the difficulties type 
designers faced in the pre-digital age. First,  
sketches were made with pencil and photocopied for 
corrections. Then the designs were photographed and 
downscaled. This was followed by the etching of  
copper plates representing the first interim result. 
It was at this point that Ellenberger discontinued 
his work as the next step would have required the 
considerably expensive production of print letters.

The digital revolution of the 1980s and the triumph  
of desktop publishing did not initially advance  
Ellenberger in his endeavors. Although it was now 
possible to develop typefaces without print letters, 
the digitalization of his font would still have  
required a considerable investment. It was not  
until the mid-1990s that affordable programs came 
onto the market. By 1999, Ellenberger was finally able 
to scan his original drafts and start processing them 
digitally. As a result of this 24 year delay, modern 
impulses were able to flow into the design process 
which had a positive influence on its role as a  
display font. Ellenberger describes Elementis as  
“unusual, independent, distinctive, soft, organic,  
harmonious, loud, decorative, strong, sporty, futuris-
tic yet still very legible, therefore ideal for a wide 
variety of display applications.” Ellenberger sees the 
Type Directors Club award as a recognition not only 
of his own work but also the work of the many other 
type designers who developed fonts under the diffi-
cult conditions of the last millennium.



Lightweight type inspired by 

quirky TYPEWRITERS
They Terribly Quivered
reading through his quiz
Laurence stepped outside

lit a cigarette
& day-dreamed about

beer in Tahiti
Spaß 1904
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